The Resources

Academic researchers and local historians from the history group Remembering the Real WW1, advised by Bristol teachers, have gathered together a variety of materials. These will be added to as the project evolves. In addition, further collections of resources on other topics are planned (including workhouses and slavery).

The online resources include material for primary and secondary school or college and are relevant to a range of subjects (in particular, history, religious education, citizenship, the humanities more generally and may provide the basis of project work). Resources include PPT presentations for lessons, history cards and primary sources (photos, newspapers, newsletters, leaflets, audio oral history, and letters and sketches from CO prisoners). These materials are backed up with links to secondary sources (including papers, books and pamphlets, audio and video of history talks, walks and historical recreations) and to external websites. Resources will be added to over the course of the project, including we hope more lesson ideas and examples of pupils’ work. Talks (online or in person) by the historians who conducted the research are also offered.

More information about Bristol’s COs along with reproductions of primary sources can be found in our Refusing to Kill booklet. This A4 colour booklet can be purchased here. Note: Trade discounts on the RRP (£9) are available for teachers and schools (email rememberingrealww1@gmail.com for more information).